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Abstract We report far ultraviolet observations of Ceres obtained with the Cosmic Origin Spectrograph
(COS) of the Hubble Space Telescope in the search for atomic emissions from an exosphere. The derived
brightnesses at the oxygen lines at 1304 Å and 1356 Å are consistent with zero signals within the 1𝜎
propagated statistical uncertainties. The OI 1304 Å brightness of 0.12 ± 0.20 Rayleighs can be explained by
solar resonant scattering from an atomic oxygen column density of (8.2 ± 13.4) × 1010 cm−2. Assuming that
O is produced by photodissociation of H2O, we derive an upper limit for H2O abundance and compare it to
previous observations. Our upper limit is well above the expected O brightness for a tenuous sublimated
H2O exosphere, but it suggests that H2O production with a rate higher than 4 × 1026 molecules s−1 was not
present at the time of the COS observation. Additionally, we derive an extremely low geometric albedo of
∼1% in the 1300 Å to 1400 Å range.

1. Introduction

Dwarf planet 1 Ceres is the largest object in the asteroid belt with a mean radius of ∼475 km [Thomas
et al., 2005]. Despite being located in the relatively ice-poor asteroid belt, the shape and mean density of
∼2.2 g cm−3 may imply a differentiated body and a substantial part of its total mass is water ice [e.g., McCord
et al., 2011].

Two decades ago, UV spectra taken by the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) revealed emission features
from the OH A-X (0,0) band at 3085 Å near Ceres presumably resulting from dissociation of water vapor
[A’Hearn and Feldman, 1992]. Global water vapor production rates of (0.5–1.4) ×1026 molecules s−1 were esti-
mated from the observed OH brightness integrated over distances roughly 7′′ –23′′ (arc sec) away from Ceres.
Ground-based spectra with higher sensitivity taken in 2007 did not detect OH and constrained the produc-
tion rate to less than ∼7 × 1025 molecules s−1 during the time of the observations [Rousselot et al., 2011].
Recently, water vapor was detected around Ceres by Herschel through absorption at submillimeter wave-
lengths with a production rate of at least 1026 molecules s−1 [Küppers et al., 2014a], similar to the rate from the
IUE detection. The water vapor appears to originate from localized sources and is hypothesized to come from
comet-like sublimation of exposed ices, some form of cryovolcanic activity or impact events, but the sources
and mechanisms are not yet understood [e.g., Hayne and Aharonson, 2015; Küppers et al., 2014b].

Exosphere modeling indicates that water sublimation might sustain a very tenuous global H2O exosphere
[Fanale and Salvail, 1989], and recent 3-D simulations suggest peak H2O densities around the cold polar caps
[Tu et al., 2014]. If sublimation derived, the source rate for sublimation of H2O and hence the exospheric density
ultimately depend on the amount of ice that is either actually exposed at the surface or only covered by a
very thin layer of nonice material [Fanale and Salvail, 1989; Titus, 2015; Formisano et al., 2015]. If surface ice is
present due to recent impact or outgassing events, sublimation rates are expected to be higher by at least an
order of magnitude [Titus, 2015; Hayne and Aharonson, 2015].

Since March 2015 NASA’s Dawn spacecraft is in orbit around Ceres. The main objectives of the Dawn mission
are to measure and characterize Ceres’s body parameters, its chemical composition, interior structure, and
geological and thermal history [e.g., Russell and Raymond, 2011]. First results from Dawn’s Framing Camera
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Table 1. Details and Geometry Parameters of the COS Observations

Sun Earth Ceres True Exposure Start Exposure Used Exposure y Offset Subobserver

Date Distance Distance Diameter Anomaly No Time Time Timea Ceres E longitude

(UT) (AU) (AU) (arc sec) (deg) # ID (UT) (s) (s) (arc sec) (deg)b

2015-Aug-26 2.96 2.09 0.63 155 1 lcu701010 10:30 2361 30–2361 ∼0.0 329–304

2 lcu701020 11:55 2912 (580–2912)c ∼1.0 267–241

3 lcu701030 13:30 2912 580–2912 ∼0.0 204–178

4 lcu701040 15:06 2915 (580–2915)b ∼1.0 141–115

5 lcu701050 16:41 2912 580–2912 ∼0.0 78–52
aUsed exposure time after exposure start. The first portion of each exposure was cut because of high geocoronal background.
bExposures 2 and 4 were used only for background emission determination.
cThe given range corresponds to the planetocentric subobserver east longitude of Ceres at the start and end of the used exposure time after the Dawn

postsurvey updated coordinate system (SPICE kernel “dawn_ceres_v05.tpc”).

revealed hazes over a bright pit on the floor of crater Occator, which are suggested to arise from sublimation
of water ice [Nathues et al., 2015]. The Visible-Infrared Mapping (VIR) Spectrometer on Dawn, however, did not
find detectable water ice on the surface [De Sanctis et al., 2015]. The VIR spectra instead indicate widespread
ammoniated phyllosilicates across the surface. Global limb scans obtained at high solar phase angles also did
not reveal any obvious plumes or global dust production [Nathues et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015].

As a complementary observation, we used the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) of the Hubble Space
Telescope to search for atomic emissions from Ceres exosphere at far ultraviolet (FUV) wavelengths. The aim
of the observations is to determine or constrain, in particular, the brightnesses of the FUV oxygen emissions of
the transitions at 1304 Å and 1356 Å. Considering various processes like solar fluorescence and electron impact
excitation of oxygen bearing species, we use the derived brightnesses to constrain exospheric abundances.

2. Observations

We observed Ceres at far ultraviolet (FUV) wavelengths using COS during a five-orbit visit by Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) on 26 August 2015 (Table 1). Five exposures were taken, one per orbit, with the G130M grating
and a central wavelength of 1291 Å, providing wavelength coverage of 1290–1430 Å on detector segment
A and 1135–1275 Å on segment B. Our focus lies on the oxygen 1304 Å and 1356 Å emission, and we thus
analyze detector segment A. The observations were scheduled such that the planetocentric longitude of the
Occator crater (239∘E) associated with a potential water vapor source region [Küppers et al., 2014a], and active
sublimation [Nathues et al., 2015] was on the observed hemisphere through ∼60% of the total exposure time
(see Table 1).

As a first step, we cropped those parts of each exposure that are contaminated by scattered light from
the geocorona. The observations were obtained 4 weeks after Ceres’s opposition, and HST was on the
Earth’s dayside at the beginning of each observing orbit. We used the thermosphere-ionosphere-mesosphere
electrodynamics-TAG data on the temporal variation of the OI 1304 Å emission to monitor the geocoronal
background, which dropped down to a constant nightside level after about one fifth of each orbit. Only the
low-geocorona portions of each exposure were used. Because the first exposure started later during the orbit,
it was less contaminated, see Table 1.

Ceres was centered along the cross dispersion (or vertical) axis (y axis) within the 2.5 arc sec diameter pinhole
aperture of COS during exposures 1, 3, and 5 and offset by about y = 1′′ toward the upper aperture edge in
exposures 2 and 4, see Figure 1. We fitted a Gaussian plus a linear function to the cross dispersion y profiles
of all counts integrated along the dispersion axis (see plots to the right in Figure 1) in order to determine
Ceres’s y location. The linear function is added to the Gaussian to account for trending background counts. In
exposures 1, 3, and 5 (Figure 1, top) the peak of the Gaussian (solid green) coincides roughly with the nominal
aperture center (solid red). In exposures 2 and 4 (Figure 1, bottom) the fitted peak is at an offset of ∼1′′ and
thus close to the nominal upper aperture edge (dashed red). Before assembling the exposures, we determined
Ceres’ y location in the individual exposures yielding similar or identical offset for exposures 1, 3, and 5 and 2
and 4, respectively (as also planned initially). The exposures with matching locations were then superposed
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Spectral images and profiles of integrated counts in the dispersion and cross-dispersion direction assembled
from exposures obtained during HST orbits (top) 1, 3, and 5 and (bottom) 2 and 4. The vertical center of Ceres (green
solid) was located near the aperture center (red solid) during orbits 1, 3, and 5 and close to the upper aperture edge
(red dashed) during orbits 2 and 4. Note that the COS FUV spectral trace is not flat along the y axis. Between 0 and 5
counts per pixel are detected in the images. The spectra above show the y-integrated counts for bins of 32 pixels along
the dispersion axis (1 x pixel = 0.01 Å). The profiles to the right show the counts integrated along the dispersion (x) axis
per y pixel and the fitted profile for Ceres (green dashed).

Because Ceres is located near the aperture edge in exposures 2 and 4, portions of the Ceres signal are
vignetted or missed in these two exposures. The count rate (counts/s) at the strong solar CII 1335 Å line, which
can be used as a diagnostic for the brightness of sunlight reflected off the surface, is 40% lower in exposures 2
and 4 compared to the center exposures (1,3, and 5). Hence, about 40% of the signal from Ceres is potentially
lost due to the offset in exposures 2 and 4.

We continue using only the assembled image from exposures 1, 3, and 5 (Figure 1, bottom) and integrate over
the entire nominal aperture along the cross-dispersion axis to obtain a spectrum. The spectrum from the lower
aperture half from exposures 2 and 4, where no or only a very weak signal from Ceres is detected, is used for the
background emission. This half-aperture background is then subtracted twice from the aperture-wide Ceres
signal to account for the different width of the regions on the detector. We thereby neglect the slightly higher
gain sag and thus lower sensitivity in the upper aperture half at the current lifetime position of the aperture on
the COS detector, which might lead to an oversubtraction of the background. If Ceres-related signal is present
in the lower aperture half of exposures 2 and 4, it will also falsely increase the subtracted background. Thus, the
applied background correction possibly prevents a detection but might also lead to a slightly underestimated
upper limit for the resulting nondetection. The background-corrected spectral photon flux (black) and the
propagated uncertainty (grey) are displayed in 32 pixel bins in Figure 2. Peak fluxes from sunlight reflected
off the surface are found at the oxygen lines at 1304 Å (and weaker near 1356 Å) and carbon and silicon ion
doublets around 1335 Å (C II) and 1397 Å (Si IV).

Removal of the reflected sunlight is performed in analogy to the method applied by Cunningham et al. [2015]
to COS spectra of Jupiter’s moon Callisto. Because the solar spectrum varies with solar longitude, we used the
Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment/Solar Stellar Irradiance Comparison Experiment (SORCE/SOLSTICE)
spectrum [McClintock et al., 2005] from 28 August to match the sub-Ceres solar longitude from the day of the
observation. We note that the solar activity level hardly changed between 26 and 28 August and using the
spectrum from 26 August yields almost identical results. The SOLSTICE spectrum is recorded at 1.0 Å full width
at half maximum (FWHM) spectral resolution, lower than COS, and we therefore used the SOLSTICE spectrum
to modify a higher-resolution solar spectrum from the Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation
(SUMER) spectral atlas of Curdt et al. [2001], adjusting the SUMER continuum and individual emission line
strengths with an automated simplex routine so that it matched the SOLSTICE spectrum when degraded to
SOLSTICE resolution.
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Figure 2. Combined full-aperture spectrum of exposures 1, 3, and 5 corrected for sky background measured in the
lower aperture half during exposures 2 and 4. The solar spectrum (red) is scaled to the C II 1335 Å doublet and
subtracted (blue). No residual emission outside the propagated uncertainties (light grey) are detected at 1304 Å or 1356
Å. The slight surplus at the solar Si IV 1394 Å line can be attributed to differing line shapes and solar coronal variations.

The corrected high-resolution solar spectrum is adjusted to the COS resolution through a convolution with a
Gaussian profile with FWHM of Ceres’s diameter, which corresponds to 0.22 Å on the dispersion axis. We then
calculate the geometric albedo from the measured flux FCeres by

p =
FCeres 𝜋d2

Sun

F⊙ ΩCeres
f𝛼 , (1)

where dSun is Ceres-Sun distance, ΩCeres is the solid angle of Ceres as seen from Earth, and F⊙ is the solar flux
at 1 AU. We assumed unity for the unknown photometric phase function f𝛼 , which is a reasonably good esti-
mate for these data obtained near opposition. A very low geometric albedo of 0.9% ± 0.1% is derived at the
solar CII 1335 Å doublet. A similar but slightly higher albedo of 1.1% ± 0.1% is found at the stronger line of
the Si IV doublet at 1393.8 Å. The measured Ceres signal might be underestimated because of (1) potential
vignetting from a small x offset and (2) an overestimation of the subtracted background as discussed ear-
lier. Therefore, the derived albedo might underestimate the actual FUV albedo. The slightly higher albedo at
1393.8 Å compared to CII 1335 Å could be simply statistical fluctuations or solar activity variations between
the used solar spectrum and the observation.

The solar spectrum is then adjusted to the measured CII 1335 Å with the derived albedo and subtracted from
the measured spectrum. Residual emissions are shown in blue at an offset to the zero line in Figure 2. Small
peaks near the solar CII and Si IV lines are attributed to slight line shape differences of the solar spectrum and
the data.

Integrating over the oxygen emissions at 1304 Å and 1356 Å, we derive brightnesses normalized to the entire
aperture size (with a diameter 2.5 arc sec compared to Ceres’s diameter of 0.63 arc sec) of 0.12±0.20 R (1304 Å)
and 0.02 ± 0.12 R (1356 Å), respectively.

3. Discussion
3.1. FUV Albedo
Our analysis reveals a very low FUV albedo in the 1300 to 1400 Å range of about 1%. Higher UV albedos with
values between 6% and 12% around 1620 Å and 3% near 2230 Å were measured in previous HST imaging
observations [Parker et al., 2002; Li et al., 2006]. Measured albedos from Ceres or other asteroids in our wave-
length range below 1400 Å are barely available in the literature, because of the difficulty to measure the mostly
low reflectances of small bodies from Earth orbit. Observations by the Rosetta Alice UV spectrograph revealed
higher far UV albedos of ∼5% at asteroids (2867) Šteins and (21) Lutetia [A’Hearn et al., 2010; Stern et al., 2011],
which are, however, not carbonaceous asteroids like Ceres. Low FUV albedos similar to the value derived here
were found at icy moons of Saturn [e.g., Hendrix et al., 2010, 2012] and Jupiter [e.g., Hall et al., 1998; Feldman
et al., 2000; Strobel et al., 2002; Roth et al., 2014]. In particular, the reflectivity of the Saturnian moon Phoebe
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yields very similar values near 1% at the same wavelengths [Hendrix and Hansen, 2008]. Like mentioned in
section 1, however, the most recent results from the Dawn mission suggest that exposed water ice on the
surface is not present at high surface concentrations [De Sanctis et al., 2015]. Various minerals also have very
low FUV reflectivity and might account for Ceres’s low FUV albedo [Wagner et al., 1987]. Parker et al. [2002]
suggest UV reflectance properties that are more Lambertian than for the Moon; their higher albedos near
1620 Å are difficult to reconcile with the present measurement without invoking the relatively low data quality
described therein. A more detailed FUV reflectivity analysis that also addresses a potential change in reflec-
tivity across the 1300 Å to 1400 Å range in our spectrum requires a wider spectrum like the recently obtained
HST Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph observations by Hendrix and Vilas [2015].

3.2. Constraints on Exospheric O Abundance
We calculate the theoretical emission yields for solar fluorescence (resonant scattering) by atomic oxygen, O,
and for electron impact (dissociative) excitation of O, O2, H2O, and CO2 in order to estimate the contributions
and to relate the oxygen brightnesses and upper limits to exospheric abundances.

For OI 1304 Å, a resonant scattering rate or g factor of 1.5 × 10−6 s−1 is derived based on the measured solar
flux around 1304 Å of 1.15 × 109 photons/cm2/s. Here we assumed atomic oxygen with a temperature of
T = 200 K in approximate thermal equilibrium with the surface.

To estimate emission yields from excitation by impacting solar wind electrons, we checked the solar wind
conditions 7 to 10 days (travel time from 1 AU to 2.96 AU is 8.5 days at 400 km/s) before the observations.
Based on the measured densities between 3 and 8 cm−3 (at standard moderate velocities between 330 and
530 km/s), we assume a density of 6 cm−3 at 1 AU, which is then adjusted to Ceres’s distance assuming a
density variation with inverse distance squared [e.g., Belcher et al., 1993] yielding 0.7 cm−3 at 2.96 AU. For
the temperature of the core solar wind electron population at Ceres we use kBTe = 5 eV based on Ulysses
measurements [Issautier et al., 1998]. Taking the electron impact cross sections for O, O2, CO2, and H2O [Kanik
et al., 2001, 2003; Ajello, 1971; Makarov et al., 2004], we find excitation rates between 5 × 10−10 s−1 and
3 × 10−13 s−1. These rates are all more than 3 orders of magnitude below the resonant scattering rate.

Recently, FUV emissions measured by the Rosetta Alice spectrograph at comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
were attributed to photoelectron excitation of H2O, when the comet was at similar heliocentric distance
[Feldman et al., 2015]. Because the photoelectron production rate is proportional to the neutral density, emis-
sion yields will be large only in localized high density regimes (like measured by Alice over ∼1 km from the
comet). Average emissions from photoelectron excitation in a larger field of view of several hundreds of
kilometers like in the case of the COS observations will be small. Thus, required column densities to produce
detectable emissions are orders above the expected abundances, and we do not further consider electron
impact excitation. The insignificant brightness and upper limits of the 1356 Å doublet that can only be
produced by electron impact do not allow meaningful constraints on abundances.

The measured OI 1304 Å brightness is then converted to a column density of NO = (8.0 ± 13.3) × 1010 cm−2

using the resonant scattering rate estimated above. The signal integrated over the entire aperture corre-
sponds to a total abundance of (9.3±15.2)×1027 O atoms within 1.25 arc sec or 1900 km (4 RCeres, Ceres radii)
around the aperture center.

3.3. Comparison and Implications
First, we compare our derived O column density directly to the OH column density from the IUE observations
[A’Hearn and Feldman, 1992]. IUE measured OH column densities of 1.4 × 1011 cm−2 and 2.8 × 1011 cm−2 in
two exposures with field of views that covered areas about 1×104 km (20 RCeres) to 3×104 km (60 RCeres) away
from Ceres, see Figure 3.

For the case of a comet-like exosphere that expands radially at a constant velocity (neglecting gravity) and
without any loss, the H2O density decreases by 1/r2 with distance r. The radial decrease of secondary species
around comets, like OH and O derived from H2O, can assume even flatter profiles [e.g., Morgenthaler et al.,
2001]. The results from Tu et al. [2014] for Ceres suggest, however, a considerably steeper decrease for the H2O
profile with a H2O density decrease of 3 orders of magnitude over 1 RC above the surface. Assuming now that
most of the O and OH is produced from H2O near the surface, the line-of-sight O and OH column densities
decrease with ∼1/r.

For such profiles, the column densities of the same species in the region observed by COS should
then be at least ∼15 times higher compared to the IUE field of view for the assumed shallow profile.

ROTH ET AL. HST EXOSPHERE OBSERVATION AT CERES 5
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Figure 3. Comparison of the OH column density measured by IUE with the COS constraints on O. The line-of-sight OH
column density profile for a radially outflowing O/OH exosphere (∝1/r, solid black) is adjusted to the mean value
measured by IUE (blue solid with measured range) in a large field of view (vertical dotted blue). An ∼8 times lower O
column density is expected from photodissociation of H2O (dashed black). The upper limit for O from COS (solid red
with error) is below the expected O abundance in the COS field of view (vertical dotted red). For less steep profiles (grey
solid and dashed), our O brightness and upper limit are consistent with the IUE OH detection.

Now photodissociation to produce atomic O from H2O is yet less effective by a factor of ∼8 compared to pho-
todissociation of H2O into OH (and H) [Huebner et al., 1992]. Thus, we might expect a roughly 15∕8 ≈ 2 times
higher column density for O in our COS observations compared to OH in the IUE field of view. The inferred
O column density is instead ∼2.5 times lower than the IUE OH column densities (Figure 3). If the line-of-sight
column density decrease is, however, less steep than 1∕r, our results will be less constraining. As an example
for a flatter profile, we have plotted the O and OH densities for a 1∕

√
r profile in Figure 3 (grey). For this profile,

our O range is well consistent with the IUE detection of OH.

Second, we relate the abundance of O in the COS field of view to an H2O abundance. By applying an analytical
approach, we convert this to an H2O source rate, which can be compared to previous results. The photodis-
sociation rate to produce O from H2O is 𝜅dissoc = 1.7 × 10−7 s−1 at 2.96 AU [Huebner et al., 1992]. Assuming a
velocity component of 0.05 km s−1 perpendicular to the line of sight (i.e., the O atoms leave the field of view
moving at this speed), the lifetime of O atoms in the COS field of view is 𝜏O = 3.6 × 104 s. Loss from ionization
of O can be neglected on this time scale. The measured number of atomic oxygen O within the COS field of
view then converts to a total number of the parent molecule H2O of (1.4 ± 2.4) × 1030. We estimate an H2O
exosphere at Ceres that matches the found upper limit using classical exosphere theory to calculate ballistic
and escaping H2O molecules from the sunlit hemisphere assuming hemispherical symmetry.

For the sunlit hemisphere, we assume that there are random patches of exposed ice at a surface temperature
of 200 K. If these patches constitute only 1.5 × 10−8 of the total sunlit surface area, then the H2O sublimation
flux is Q = 1.5 × 1026 molecules s−1; the average H2O surface density is 9 × 105 cm−3 with the exobase at the
surface and an escape rate of 0.9 × 1026 s−1. From the calculated distribution of H2O molecules, we compute
the total number of H2O in the COS field of view to be 1.4 × 1030 molecules matching the H2O abundance in
the field of view derived from the 0.12 R OI 1304 Å brightness. Since the calculation is linear in sublimation
rate and H2O number density for the range considered, a factor of 2.7 higher abundance of ice patches yields
a 2.7 times larger sublimation flux of Q = 4.0×1026, which corresponds to the upper limit for H2O abundance
in the field of view.

For comparison, production rates on the order of 1024 to 1025 molecules s−1 from subsurface ice sublimation
were studied by Fanale and Salvail [1989] and Tu et al. [2014]. The H2O and O abundance from such sublimation
rates are well below our upper limits. Higher source rates of Q ∼ 1−2×1026 molecules s−1 were derived from
the IUE and Herschel observations [A’Hearn and Feldman, 1992; Küppers et al., 2014a]. These rates are still within
the 1𝜎 upper limit derived from our observations. H2O source rates higher than 4 × 1026 s−1 would lead to a
brighter O emission than detected by COS. On the other hand, the direct comparison to the OH abundance
measured by IUE near Ceres A’Hearn and Feldman [1992] suggests that the H2O production is similar or slightly
lower than during the IUE detection, i.e., lower than 2 × 1026 molecules s−1.

4. Conclusion

We have derived exospheric O and H2O upper limits that suggest that strong water vapor production was
not present during the COS observations. If H2O was actively produced on the observed hemisphere at a rate
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higher than 1.5 × 1026 molecules s−1, then a higher OI 1304 Å signal would be expected from solar resonant
scattering. Ceres was at a distance of 2.96 AU approaching aphelion at the time of the COS observations.
No previous attempts to constrain water vapor at Ceres were made in this orbital phase. Successful detections
by Herschel and IUE occurred before and after perihelion, while no water was detected during two observa-
tions in the orbital phase after aphelion including a Herschel observation at 2.94 AU [Rousselot et al., 2011;
Küppers et al., 2014a].

The O abundances derived here are in agreement with a tenuous H2O exosphere. Our estimated upper limit
for the H2O production rate of 4×1026 molecules s−1 is comparable to the rates derived from previous Herschel
and IUE detections of H2O and OH, respectively.
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